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Galaxy Clusters
 Non-thermal phenomena
Theoretical background related to radio emission:
Synchrotron radiation
Emission from and ensemble of particles
Synchrotron spectrum
Evolution of synchrotron spectrum with time
Age of a radio source
Energy content in a radio source
Minimum energy density
Equipartition magnetic field
Limitations of the classical approach
Polarization of synchrotron emission
Rotation measure
Depolarization
Flux density : S() = apparent
(monochromatic flux)
Jy = 10-26 W Hz-1 m-2
Surface brightness : B() =
intrinsic Jy/arcsec2
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Synchrotron Radiation from 1 particle
Particle of energy E =  m c2  = Lorentz factor =
Lorentz Force F = q v X H
 Helical path along the field lines
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Radiated Power :
Big losses for high  and small m ( electrons)
Energy loss proportional to the energy itself
1 electron : b= 2.37 x 10-3 cgs units
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The radiation is very directional in the rel. case
50% of radiation in a narrow cone   1/
Classical Relativistic
e. g. :  = 1000  2 = 7’
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cgs
Peak frequency s = 0.29 c
(critical frequency)
H 
10-6 G  1000
1 G  104
10 G  105
= 2.37 x 10-3
cgs units
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Practical example
Electron :  = 2000, E= 1 GeV = 1.6 x10-3 erg
Magnetic Field : H = 10-6 G
Gyroradius : R  3.3 x 1012 cm (1A.U. = 1.5 x 1013 cm)
= 6.4 x 10-21 erg s-1
  1/2000 rad = 2.7 arcmin   1.3 x 10-8 sec
  17 MHz t* = 2.5 x 1017 sec  8 x 109 yr
dt
dE
Synchrotron Radiation from
an ensemble of particles
N(E)dE = Number of particles per unit volume
with energy between E and E+dE
Assumptions : incoherent emission
no internal absorption (optically thin case)
 Emissivity Jsyn()d = - N(E)dEdt
dE
Particle energy distribution:
N(E)dE = N0E- dE (cosmic rays)
and isotropic particle velocity

Jsyn()d = f() N0H(+1)/2(-+1)/2
: spectral index
J() is the specific emissivity :
monochromatic power radiated per unit volume
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Jsynch  N0 H+1 -
Log J
Log 
-
Typical values
in extragalactic
radio sources
are  = 0.7 – 0.8
Time evolution of the synchrotron spectrum
We have derived the critical time t* and the
critical energy E* for 1 electron
In an ensemble of particles, with power-law energy
distribution, the energy losses modify the energy
distribution
Particle continuity equation:
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particle flux escape rate injection rate
1 - Particle production in a single event N(E,0) = N0E-
Particles with higher energy suffer stronger radiation losses.
After a certain time particles with E > E* have lost their energy
thus the energy distribution of the particles goes rapidly to 0
for energies E > E*
As a consequence, the synchrotron spectrum
Jsynch  -
undergoes a modification
there is a critical frequency *, corresponding to E*
such that :
for  < * :
the spectrum is the same
 > * :
the spectrum goes rapidly to zero
(some emission present because the synch. em. is not monocromatic)
*
* is related to the age of the radiating electrons
* shifts to lower frequencies with time
Log J
Log 
-
t
*
*
*
* = break frequency
*
2 - Injection of new particles, injection rate Q(E,t) =AE-
for  < * : the spectrum is the same
spectral index = 
 > * : the spectrum steepens by 0.5
spectral index =  + 0.5
Log J
Log 
-
--0.5
Summary of synchrotron spectra
- Log J
Log 
Log J
Log 
Log J
Log 
-
--0.5
-
* *
Standard Aged With Injection
* is related to * is related to
the source the time since
lifetime last injection
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We subsitute: b= 2.37 x 10-3 cgs units
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Freq. of synch.
radiation in cgs
(no cosmological correction for frequency here)
Computation of electron (source) age
The distribution of pitch angles can be :
- isotropic (Jaffe-Perola model)
In this case H = H <sin2
> = H
- anisotropic (Kardashev-Pacholczyk model)
In this case we don’t know the value of 
 and
we assume H = H
3
2
Moreover , we cannot consider the electron ageing only
due to synchrotron losses because of the presence
of CMB, and thus of Inverse Compton losses (in addition
to the synchrotron ones) of the relativistic electrons because
of scattering off the CMB photons.
IC power : -  E2 as for synchrotron emission
The energy density of the CMB radiation field equals
the energy density of a magnetic field
HCMB = 3.25 (1+z)2 µG
Since CMB is isotropic, the IC losses are independent on
pitch angles, and the effective equivalent magnetic
field HCMB should be multiplied by <sin2
> = 2/3
dt
dE
Taking into account electron pitch angles and IC losses, the
final formula for the computation of radio source age is
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Formula for the synchroton only :
c.g.s.
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H in µG,  in GHz,
t in Myr
Anisotropic (KP)
(Murgia 2001, Slee et al 2001)
Energy content in a radiosource
The magnetic field cannot be estimated unambiguously
from the synchrotron emission
Jsynch  N0 H+1 -
The radio emission that we detect is due to the
relativistic electrons in a magnetic field
The total energy in the radiosource is thus contributed
by
- electrons
- magnetic field
Plus a third component:
- protons (relativistic)
Etot = Eel + Epr + EH
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Energy in magnetic field:
Energy in protons :
we take it proportional to that in electrons
Epr = k Eel
Energy in electrons :
- with energy between E1 and E2-
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The constant N0 - the scaling parameters of the
electron energy spectrum - can be obtained by the
synchrotron luminosity
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We identify H with H
Combining the previous formulae, we obtain that
the energy in electrons can be expressed as a function
of the synchrotron luminosity (observable), the value of the
magnetic field, and a constant which depends on the
energy spectrum of radiating electrons (slope  )
Eel = b-1 Lsyn H f(, E1, E2)
We identify H with H
Combining the previous formulae, we obtain that
the energy in electrons can be expressed as a function
of the synchrotron luminosity (observable), the value of the
magnetic field, and a constant which depends on the
energy spectrum of radiating electrons (slope  )
Eel = b-1 Lsyn H f(, E1, E2)
Finally:
Etot = (1+k) b-1 Lsyn H f(, E1, E2) + "
V
8
H2
The synchrotron luminosity is measured between two
observed frequencies 1 and 2.
Following the classical approach (Pacholczyk 1970), the
energies E1 and E2 are thus expressed as a function of the
observed frequencies:
 ,
Eel = H-3/2 Lsyn f(,1,2)
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The expression for Etot is minimum for:
EQUIPARTITION
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By writing the synchrotron luminosity as the observed
source brightness I0 at the frequency 0, and the
source depth d (to be inferred), applying the K-correction,
assuming " = 1 (same volume in particles and magnetic field),
and expressing the parameters in commonly used units:
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Constant is for  = 0.7 umin in erg/cm3
1 = 10 MHz 0 in MHz
2 = 100 GHz I0 in mJy/arcsec2
d in kpc
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assumed for clusters
Limitations of the classical approach :
The integration of the synchrotron luminosity is between
the frequencies 1 and 2
The electron energies corresponding to these frequencies
depend on the magnetic field value
Thus the integration limits are variable in terms of the
energy E1 and E2 of the radiating electrons, depending
on the value of H.
(Brunetti, Setti and Comastri 1997)
(Beck and Krause 2005)
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This implies that
- electrons with e.g.  < 1000, i.e. radiating below
10 MHz, are neglected in the classical computation
- in radio sources with different values of H, the
minimum energy formula selects electron populations
of different energies
Thus the minimum energy condition is imposed directly
in the formula involving the Energies :
Etot = (1+k) b-1 Lsyn H f(, E1, E2) +
 > 2, and E2 >> E1 are assumed
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T h e m i n i m u m e n e r g y c o n d i t i o n i s o b t a i n e d i n t h i s c a s e
f o r t h e p a r t i c l e e n e r g y e x a c t l y e q u a l t o t h e f i e l d e n e r g y
( i n s t e a d o f t h e f a c t o r 4 / 3 o f t h e c l a s s i c a l a p p r o a c h )
E q u i p a r t i t i o n m a g n e t i c f i e l d :
F o r p r a c t i c a l a p p l i c a t i o n s , w e c a n r e f e r t h e e q u i p a r t i t i o n
f i e l d o b t a i n e d w i t h t h i s a p p r o a c h H ’ t o t h e v a l u e H o b t a i n e d w i t h
t h e c l a s s i c a l f o r m u l a w h e n t h e r a d i o l u m i n o s i t y i s c o m p u t e d
b e t w e e n 1 0 M H z a n d 1 0 0 G H z :
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H ’ a n d H i n G a u s s
min = 50
 = 1.15
 = 0.65
1.05
0.95
0.85
0.75
min =100
 = 1.15
 = 0.65
1.05
0.95
0.85
0.75
The synchrotron radiation from a population of relativistic
electrons in a uniform magnetic field is linearly polarized, with
the electric vector perpendicular to the magnetic field which
has generated the synchrotron emission.
In the optically thin case, for isotropic electron distribution,
and electron power-law energy spectrum:
the degree of intrinsic linear polarization is
N(E)dE = N0E- dE
Polarization
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The above value is reduced in the more realistic cases
where
- the magnetic field is not uniform, since regions where the
magnetic field has different orientations give radiation with
different polarization angle orientations, which tend to average
(or cancel) each other.
- there is Faraday rotation effect arising both from
instrumental limitations (beamwidth – bandwidth) or
within the source itself
(Sokoloff et al. 1998, 1999 :
how fractional pol. is affected by
magnetic field configurations)
Thus the polarization data give us information on
- the direction of the magnetic field
- the structure of the magnetic field
(but take into account instrumental effects, RM, etc.)
Rotation measure
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Galaxy Clusters in radio
 Non-thermal phenomena
Non-thermal components of the ICM:
Diffuse radio emission: Radio halos and relics
Radio spectra and their implication
Physical conditions
Correlation between radio and X-ray emission
Connection to cluster mergers
Origin and reacceleration of the radio emitting particles
Mini-halos and connection to cooling flows
BCG and cavities (da fare)
Hard X-ray emission
H0 = 70 km sec-1 Mpc-1 m = 0.3 % = 0.7
Diffuse cluster sources:
Low surface brightness (µJy arcsec-2 at 1.4 GHz)
Not associated with any individual galaxy
Detected in some clusters
Their synchrotron origin demonstrate the existence of
- populations of GeV electrons in the cluster volume
- cluster-wide ~µG magnetic fields
Coma Cluster
Halo
Coma C
Relic
1253+275
X-ray: ROSAT (White et al. 1993)
RADIO: WSRT, 90 cm (Feretti et al.1998)
First cluster where a radio HALO and a RELIC
were detected
(Large 1959, Willson 1970, Ballarati et al. 1981)
500 kpc

3 main classes of diffuse cluster sources:
Halos at the center of MERGING clusters
Relics off-center in clusters showing MERGERS
but also showing cooling cores and minor
mergers
Mini- Halos at the center of
COOLING CORE clusters
Radio Halos
• Located at the cluster center
• Not associated with any individual galaxy
• Regular shape
• Cluster-wide size (typically ˜Mpc)• Low surface brightness (µJy arcsec-2 at 1.4
GHz)
• No polarization detected down to a few percent
( BUT see A2255 )
Similar GIANT HALOS in: A545, A665, A2219, A2255, A2319,
A2744, 1E0657-56, CL0016+16, … :
all MERGING clusters WITHOUT A COOL CORE
X-ray -Color:
M. Arnaud
RADIO - Contour:
Feretti et al.2001
z = 0.203
Lx = 7.8 1045 erg s-1
Halo Size  2.4 Mpc
A 2163
A2218
z = 0.171
Size  400 kpc
Asymmetric
Radio: Giovannini & Feretti 2000
X-ray: Govoni et al. 2004
Similar HALOS of SMALLER SIZE in A401, A1300, A3562:
all MERGING clusters
Giacintucci et al 2005
Radio powers:  5 1023 – 5 1025 W Hz-1 (@1.4 GHz)
Equipartition :
Minimum Energy content  1060-61 erg
Minimum non-thermal energy density :
 10-14 – 10-13 erg cm-3
(1000 times lower than thermal one )
Equipartition magnetic field  0.1 – 0.5 µG
Physical conditions
1 – How many halos
2 – Spectra
3 – Radial spectral steepening
4 – Correlations
5 – Radio/X-ray connection
Observational results
XBAC’s sample
(Ebeling et al. 2000)
NOTE: LX computed with
H0 = 50 km s-1 Mpc-1
•HALOS
HOW MANY ?
How many
Radioi Spectra
Radiali l spectrall steepeningi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Detection rate for HALOS :
 5 % of a complete X-ray flux limited sample of clusters
 25 % of clusters with X-ray luminosity* > 1045 erg s-1
(At the NVSS surface brightness limit = 1.35 mJy/beam
with a beam of 45” )
(Giovannini & Feretti 2002)
* LX from Ebeling et al.,
computed with H0 = 50 km s-1 Mpc-1
CL0016+16
Redshift distribution
(Evolution ?)
Radio Spectra
  1.0 – 1.8
(smaller halos
have generally
steeper spectra)
Steep spectra are indicative of a spectral break at
low frequency
How many
Radioi Spectra
Radiali l spectrall steepeningi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Spectral cutoff
Coma C
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Spectral cutoff also in:
A 1914 (Komissarov & Gubanov 1994)
A 754 (Kassim etal.2001,Bacchi etal.2003)
A 2319 (Feretti et al. 1997)
(Giovannini et al., 1993, ApJ 406, 399)
COMA C : Map of spectral index between 0.3 GHz and 1.4 GHz
(WSRT) (VLA + DRAO)
Resolution = 80” x 130”
Radial spectral steepening
How many
Radioi Spectra
Radiali l spectrall steepeningi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i Xray-ray connectioni
core radius = 72” (240 kpc)
-2 -1.5 -1A2163 A665
core radius = 96” (300 kpc)
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Since:
The radial spectral steepening can be interpreted as due
to the combined effect of
-a radial decrease of the cluster magnetic field strength and
-a cutoff in the electron energy distribution (aging)
Note: at a given frequency, higher energy electrons are
selected by a lower magnetic field
2
c HE
(Brunetti et al., 2001, Kuo et al.2004)
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H in µG,  in GHz,
t in Myr
E.G. in Coma cluster:
*  0.7 GHz z = 0.02
H = 0.45 µG
HCMB = 3.25 (1+z)2 µG = 3.38 µG
 t* = 108 Myr  108 yr
 Particle lifetime
Particle diffusion speed :
cs =  1000 km/s (for T = 10 keV)
 10-3 pc yr-1  100 Kpc in 108 yr
m
kT
Radiating electrons cannot travel cluster
distances during their lifetime : important information
that is derived from the radio data
RELATIVISTC ELECTRONS: DIFFUSION PROBLEM
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CorrelationsHow manyRadioi Spectra
Radiali l spectrall steepeningi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Correlation between halo radio brightness and cluster X-ray luminosity
A399
32
clusterGHz41 MP
.
. 
NOTE: Plot from a previous work,
which used H0 = 50 km s-1 Mpc-1
M = total mass
within 3 Mpc
Steeper slope is
obtained using the
mass within the virial
radius in %CDM
cosmology (Cassano 2005)
Coma
A2256
A754
How many
Radioi Spectra
Radiali l spectrall steepeningi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Radio – X-ray Connection
Schuecker et al. 2001 found
that Halo and Relic clusters
have higher Substructure
Similarity of radio and X-ray emission on the large scale:
correlation between radio and X-ray brightness
Sradio  SX
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A 2163 z =0.203
Color: radio, contours = X-ray
A 520 : Chandra
X-ray contours Radio contours Radio contours
over optical over X-ray over temperature
(Govoni et al. 2004)
z= 0.199
Size ~ 1.1 Mpc
A 2744 CHANDRA
(Kempner & David 2003)
X-Ray brightness
Temperature
Radio - Xray
Maps of the radio spectral index are a
powerful tool to understand the connection
between thermal and relativistic plasma
synchrotron spectrum reflects two important
parameters affected by the merger
strength of magnetic field
electron energy distribution
(cutoff, efficiency of e- reacceleration )
 Spectral index variations versus Xray clumps
Spectral Index Maps
-2 -1.5 -1
Spectrum is flatter in the
region of the X-ray extended
emission : X-ray subclump
 merger
core radius = 96”
(300 kpc)
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A 665
core radius = 72”
(240 kpc)
The spectrum is flatter in the
western region and in the N-S stripe
 region of the
colliding/merging subclusters
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A 2163
Radial Spectral steepening also in A665 and A2163in the region
not influenced by the merger
It is due to the combined effect of
a radial decrease of the cluster magnetic field strength and
a cutoff in the electron energy distribution
at the break : dE/dt = 0,  E  )/H2
 c  )2/H3
2
c HE
EEH
dt
dE 22 )+=
RESULTS:
Regions influenced by the merger show flatter spectra.
1 – flatter spectrum reflects a higher energy in the radiating
electrons.
In regions of identical volume and same brightness at 0.3
GHz,  = 0.8 vs  = 1.3 implies
 energy density in the electron population
larger by a factor of  2.5
2- flatter spectrum reflects a spectral (energy) cutoff
at higher energies
b = 1.4 GHz vs b = 0.3 GHz
t  4 107 yr vs t  9 107 yr
 more recent injection event
All halo clusters contain evidence of dynamical evolution :
recent / ongoing cluster mergers
• Substructures X-ray (Schuecher et al. 2001)
• Absence of a strong cooling flow (Edge, Stewart, Fabian 1992,
Feretti 1999)
• Temperature gradients (Markevitch et al. 1998)
(Govoni et al. 2004)
• Shocks and cold fronts (Markevitch et al. 2002)
• Large core radii (Feretti 2000)
• [Relation between radio power and the dipole power ratio (Buote 2001)]
• Substructures optical (Boschin et al. 2003)
• Large distance from neighbours (Schuecker 1999, 2002)
• Values of Zspec > 1 (Feretti 2000)
• Similarity between radio and X-ray structures (Govoni et al 2001)
• Spectral index maps
Radio X-ray connection 
Connection to Cluster Mergers
Cluster merger provides
energy to radiating electrons
Connection to merger would explain
- at least in part -
why the radio halos are not detected in
all clusters of galaxies
Relics
Similar to radio halos BUT
• Located at the cluster peripheries
• Generally elongated in shape with the
structure  to the cluster radius
• Highly polarized at level 10-30%
Coma cluster
WSRT data
1253+275 at 90 cm (Giovannini et al. 1991)
+
(Cluster center)
VLA C+D data
Giovannini et al. 1991
A2255
z= 0.0809 Relic size 730 kpc
Feretti et al. 1997
A2744
z=0.3080
Relic size 1.5 Mpc
Govoni et al. 2001, Kempner & David 2003)
z = 0.128
Radio size = 0.8 Mpc
(Govoni et al. 2001)
A 1664 A115
z= 0.197
Radio size = 2.5 Mpc
(Govoni et al. 2001)
Color : X-ray Contours : Radio Off axis mergerand fast orbital motion
of the two sub-clusters
from Chandra (Gutierrez &
Krawczynski2004)
A 548b
z = 0.04
250 kpc
Relics of
small size near a
cD galaxy:
-Filamentary
-Very steep
spectra  > 2
-Very polarized
-Also in cool core
clusters

No halo (?)
Double symmetric relics
Contours: Radio
Color: X-ray
(Rottgering et al. 1997
Johnston-Hollitt et al.
2001, 2003)
A3667 z=0.055
Relics distribution according to their distance
from the cluster center
The excess of Relics at < 600 kpc is real and not due to
projection effects.
Some Relics are really near the central galaxy.
A2069
Giovannini et al 1999
1 – How many relics
2 – Spectral index properties
3 – Correlations
4 – Radio/X connection
Observational results
•RELICS
HOW MANY ?
XBAC’s sample
(Ebeling et al. 2000)
NOTE: LX computed with
H0 = 50 km s-1 Mpc-1
How many
Spectrall indexi propertiesi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Detection rate for RELICS:
 6 % of a complete X-ray flux limited sample of clusters
 10% of clusters with X-ray Luminosity* > 1045 erg s-1
(At the NVSS surface brightness limit - Giovannini & Feretti 2002)
(Giovannini & Feretti 2002)
* LX from Ebeling et al.,
computed with H0 = 50 km s-1 Mpc-1
Redshift distribution of known Relics
Spectral index properties
Total radio spectra are steep :  > 1
No curvature detected in the coma relic spectrum
All 6 relics near the BCM galaxy have a VERY steep
( > 2) curved radio spectrum
A3667 curved spectra in external S region;
straight spectrum in the high brightness
filamentary regions (Johnston-Hollit PhD Thesis)
How many
Spectrall indexi propertiesi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
1253+275
A786 – 0917+75
Giovannini et al. 1991 Harris et al. 1993
Thierbach et al. 2002
A13
A85
A133 A4038
Slee et al.
2001
Spectral index distribution
in 1253+275 in the Coma
cluster
Giovannini et al. 1991
0.5 kpc/”
In A3667 the external side
(more distant from c.c.) is
characterized by flatter
spectrum
The continuum
Line represents
he correlation
found for radio
Halos
How many
Spectrall indexi propertiesi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Correlations
How many
Spectrall indexi propertiesi
Correlationsl i
Radio/i X-ray connectioni
Peripheral cluster regions, low X-ray brightness,
difficult to detect
A3667 (Briel et al., XMM Newton) no X ray data
Relics found in clusters with dynamical activity
 merger
but also may be found in clusters with cooling flow
 connection to minor mergers (which
have not destroyed the cooling flow)
Radio X-ray connection
From the radio emission of halos and relics it is derived that:
RELATIVISTIC ELECTRONS of energy  GeV,
 >> 1000, are present at VERY DIFFERENT
CLUSTER LOCATIONS
These radio emitting e- are currently not known to be present
in all clusters
They have in common the fact that the radiating particles
have short lifetimes  108 yr
Several mechanisms may be at work
>
Evidence of relativistic electrons in the ICM
Relativistic particles in the ICM
Electrons + Protons :
Injected during the cluster formation from AGN activity
(quasars, radio galaxies, etc.), or from star formation
(supernovae, galactic winds, etc.) or from the thermal pool
during violent processes
(Atoyan & Völk 1999, Brunetti et al. 2001, Blasi 2004)
 Production occurred in the past and therefore
connected to the cluster dynamical history
E.g. the SN producing the metal/iron abundance in the ICM,
produce also Cosmic Rays
[Fe]sun = relative
abundance =4 10-5 in number
X 56 (= Fe mass/H mass)
Mgas = 2 1014 Msun
MFe= amount of iron produced/event ~ 0.1
 NSN ~ 2 1012 for a cluster similar to Perseus
(Völk & Atoyan 1999)
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Average energy release/SN :
ESN  1051 erg  ECR  1049 erg
 Einput =NSNESN  1061 erg
-including heavy particles
Also input from radio galaxies expected
Electrons  from CR  Primary electrons
 up to  104
Relativistic Electrons in the ICM
z=0
z=0.5
B=0.1 µG
B=1 µG
Diffusion length for n = 10-3 cm-3Electron lifetime (Syn, IC, Coul losses)
for n = 10-3 cm-3 and B = 1 µG
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Radio range
Electrons detected from synchrotron r. e. have   104
Thus :
PRIMARY ELECTRONS  need reacceleration to
compensate for radiative losses
 REACCELERATION MODELS
(Schlickeiser et al .1987)
OBSERVATIONAL EXPECTATIONS:
* high frequency spectral steepening (due to the fact
that accelerated electrons have max < 105)
* complex spatial distribution of spectrum + radial steepening
* radio/ X-ray brightness correlation with slope  1
* connection between radio halos and cluster mergers
Protons  from CR
can diffuse across the cluster volume
with negligible losses
Inelastic nuclear collisions with
thermal gas  Secondary electrons
(Dennison 1980, Blasi & Colafrancesco 1999, Miniati et al. 2001)
Relativistic Protons in the ICM
Secondary electrons
Decay of charged pions generated in collisions. Involved
reactions are :
p + p  0 + ± + other particles this reaction requires protons
with kinetic energy > 300 Mev
0  
± µ±+ µ
µ±  e±+ µ+ e
Produced all over the cluster, with higher efficiency
where the gas density is higher
 more abundant at the cluster center
Efficiency at cluster center  0.01
SECONDARY ELECTRONS
continously produced through cluster volume because
protons diffuse on large scales with negligible radiation
losses (but less abundant in the cluster peripheries)
 no need for reacceleration
OBSERVATIONAL EXPECTATIONS:
* radio spectra independent on cluster location
(no features,no steepening)
* presence of halos virtually all clusters
* radio profiles steeper than those of the thermal gas
(radio/ X-ray brightness correlation with slope > 1)
* narrow radial profile of the radio emission
* emission of gamma-rays
* emission of neutrinos
Several arguments favor PRIMARY ELECTRON/
REACCELERATION models in radio HALOS:
- Connection between halos and mergers
- Steepening of radio spectra
- Occurrency of halos
(Kuo et al. 2004: a large amount of cosmic ray protons
would have accumulated during the cluster formation
history  70% of cluster showing halos)
- current gamma-ray limits imply contraints on the
energy in protons, thus in electrons. From the
observed r.e. :
* power-law spectra with  flatter than  1.5
* magnetic fields  few µG needed
The peripheral cluster regions do not host a sufficiently
dense thermal population of protons needed as targets for the
efficient production of secondary electrons, thus SECONDARY ELECTRONS
models RULED OUT for RELICS, again
REACCELERATION MODEL invoked.
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losses gains
Reacceleration should balance the radiation losses
Radiative lifetime  3 1015 s
Reacceleration efficiency )  T-1  3 10-16 s-1
Reacceleration
Fermi processes :
Microprocess whose net result is a particle energy gain
The mechanism only works if the plasma is in motion
Random motion:
Particles either gain or lose
energy, depending on whether
the magnetic mirror is
approaching (head-on collision)
or receding (head-tail collision).
(magnetic clouds)
On average head-on collisions are more probable  net energy gain
,E  E v2 (v = mirror velocity)
Since this is a stochastic process, it is slow
Fermi Acceleration Mechanism
In a shock the motions are not random
A particle crossing the shock front suffers mainly head-on collisions
 gains energy rapidly
,E  E v (v = shock velocity)
In clusters:
Energy transfer from magnetic fluctuations into relativstic
particles from mergers:
* turbulence in the ICM (Brunetti et al. 2001, Fujita et al. 2002)
- Fermi 2 -
 interaction between particles and MHD waves :
1. Alfvén waves
2.fast magneto-sonic (MS) waves
* shocks (Ryu et al. 2003, 2004, Keshet et al. 2004, Kang & Jones 2004)
- Fermi 1 -
MS = longitudinal
Alfv = transverse
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The mechanism is complex and difficult to study
Equation of wave transport
(used by theorists for a quasi-linear regime):
injection cascade damping
TURBULENCE ACCELERATION
Obtained from the interaction between electrons and
MHD turbulence
The turbulence spectrum evolves with time due to wave-wave and wave-particle
interaction, reaching a modified spectrum Wk
Dkk = diffusion coefficient -d = damping rate
kk = cascade time scale  k2/Dkk d = damping time
1- Numerical simulations indicate that mergers can generate
strong fluid turbulence in the ICM
E in turbulence is about 10-30% of that in thermal
Possibly the energy in turbulence Et is related with the
PdV work done by the infalling clump in passing through
the main cluster (Cassano & Brunetti 2005)
t  'ICM v3merger V v2merger = impact vel of colliding clumps
V = volume sweeped by clump
 rs2Rmax (rs: clump stripping radius
Rmax: main cluster virial radius)
Bulk of turbulence injected with injection rate I(k) =I0k-.
on scales  0.1 - 1 Mpc
maximum turbulent scale  2rs
(rs: stripping radius of the colliding clump)
Cassano & Brunetti 2004
Blasi 2004
2- Fluid turbulence has to be converted to MHD turbulence, to
be available for reacceleration :
which fraction ? which mechanism ?
3- Different MHD modes can be excited (Alfvén, MS),
which have different channels of wave-particle interaction
4 - Turbulence cascade process (due to wave-wave interaction)
from large to small scales, to reach a scale which is relevant
for the electron realacceleration process
5 – Damping (due to wave-particle interaction)
The time during which the process is effective is ~ 108-109 yr,
so the emission is expected to correlate with the most recent or
even ongoing merger
Alfvén waves:
A fluid eddy may be thought as radiating MHD waves with
different modes and wave numbers
Injected power in Alfvén waves increases with nth and with
decreasing magn field
scale of turbulence
Scale relevant for wave-particle interaction  1 pc
(resonance condition)
Cascade time to this scale << 107 yr for typical conditions of
the ICM
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Brunetti et al. 2004
Brunetti et al. 2004
,T : from reacceleration beginning
nth = 3 10-3 cm-3
nth = 10-4 cm-3
B = 0.1 µG
B = 1.5 µG
red lines : nth = 3 10-3 cm-3
blue lines : nth = 10-4 cm-3
solid lines : B = 0.1 µG
dashed lines : B = 1.5 µG
Damping : p = momentum
s= index of protons distr.
the damping rate on protons largely dominates that on
electrons
Damping is provided by the interaction of the wave with the
protons of the thermal plasma. If protons are too abundant in
the ICM, the MHD turbulence is too efficiently damped and the
acceleration of electrons
is suppressed. Must be
Eprotons < 3% Eth
 electron reacceleration
process is thus affected by the relativistic hadrons
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Fast MS waves :
MS waves appear particularly interesting since the problem of
wave cascade to small scale is alleviated:
scale of interaction with particles  kpc
Turbulence damping rate  T1/2
 under physical conditions of the ICM the damping
is due to interaction with thermal electrons, thus
hadrons do not significantly affect the electron
acceleration process
If Ik  Eth  Acceleration time acc  T-1/2
acceleration more efficient in high temperature clusters
(Cassano & Brunetti 2005)
fast MS waves work for HALOS if
a large fraction of the turbulence developed during
mergers is in the form of MS waves
Energy in MS waves
/turb =  0.2 – 0.3
Energy in turbulence
Energy injected in rel. el.
/el =  10-4 – 10-3
Energy in thermal gas
(Cassano & Brunetti 2005)
(Cassano & Brunetti 2005)
Statistics of giant Radio Halos predicted by MS wave model
Shock acceleration
Very important process, as it is recognized as the
mechanism responsible for particle accelerations in the
in supernova remnants
The acceleration occurs diffusively, in that particles
scatter back and forth across the shock, gaining at each
crossing and recrossing an amount of energy proportional
to the energy itself
Acceleration efficiency is mostly determined by the shock
Mach number
A typical effect of the reacceleration is to generate particle
spectra that are FLATTER than the spectrum of the seed
particles
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M c o m p r e s s i o n r a t i o
Merger related shocks in the hierarchical picture of
structure formation are stronger in the cluster outskirts,
whereas at the cluster they are expected to have low Mach
numbers (~ 2 )
Strong shocks with Mach numbers of order of 3-4 are needed
to produce electron of the relativistic energies implied by
the radio observations
Complex situation : what is the role of weak shocks ?
The fact that they may be inefficient reaccelerators is not
yet definitely proved and may depend on the particle injection
(Gabici & Blasi 2003
Drury 2004
Kang & Jones 2004
Blasi 2004)
Emerging picture on the reacceleration
Mergers can provide the energy to the radiating electrons
Turbulence is an efficient mechanism to accelerate electrons
over a large volume at the cluster center through MHD waves
(Alfvén + MS)
Shocks are short lived and localized. Strong shocks form
at the cluster peripheries, where they can accelerate electrons
on the volume close to their location
Radio halos  Turbulence
NEEDS CONFIRMATION
Radio relics  Shocks
combination of several processes !
The super-sonic merger in 1E0657 detected by Chandra
T ~ 14-17 keV
v ~ 3000-4000 m/s; M ~ 2-3
(Markevitch et al. 2002)
The subcluster has crossed the
main cluster ~ 1-2x108 yr ago
Halo size >> shock region
z= 0.296
Lx=9.4 1045
M  2
(Markevitch et al 2001)
(Govoni et al. 2004)
A665
no spectral flattening at the shock region
-2 -1.5 -1
Radio spectral index map
(Feretti et a. 2004)
There is increasing evidence that the relics are tracers
of shock waves in merger events  elongated shape
1. Diffusive shock acceleration (Ensslin et al. 1998; Roettiger et al.
1999)
2. Active radio galaxies may fill large volumes in the ICM with
radio plasma, which becomes rapidly invisible to radio
telescopes because of radiation losses of relativistic
electrons. These patches of fossil radio plasma (ghosts) are
revived by adiabatic compression in a shock wave produced
in the ICM by the flows of cosmological large-scale
formation (Ensslin & Gopal-Krishna 2001, Ensslin & BrCggen 2002)
3. Accelerated out of the thermal pool
(Miniati et al.2001, Roettiger et al.1996)
MHD simulation of electrons reaccelerated by compression
of existing cocoons of radio plasma that traverses a
shock wave (Ensslin & Bruggen 2002)
Gas
density
B field
energy
density
A 3667
Observed
Radio – X-ray
Rottgering et al. ( 1997)
Johnston-Hollitt et al. 2001
Simulated
(Roettiger et al. 1999)
X-Ray Chandra
(Mazzotta et al. 2001)
z = 0.055
